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PETER DREY, ASLA, AIA, LEED BD+C
Architect, Landscape Architect, Urban Designer

EDUCATION
University of Georgia School of
Environmental Design, Master of
Landscape Architecture, 1981
Tulane University, Master of Architecture,
2007, Bachelor of Architecture, 1975
AFFILIATIONS
American Society of Landscape Architects
(ASLA)
American Institute of Architects (AIA)
Urban Land Institute (ULI) Atlanta
Executive Committee
SELECTED LECTURES,
PUBLICATIONS + TEACHING
EXPERIENCE
Biennial of Public Space. Rome, Italy
Italian National Institute for Urban Planning
“The Secular City: The Concept of Citizen
as evidenced in Atlanta’s Urban Pattern”
May 2013
Congress of New Urbanism 18, Atlanta,
May 2010. Moderator/panelist: Green and
Grey Infrastructure with Jaquelin
Robertson, John Torti, others.
University of Georgia School of
Environmental Design, Instructor in
Architecture, Urbanism and Drawing
Southern Polytechnic State University
School of Architecture, Principles of Urban
Design Annual Lecture
Urban Design Workshops in Chinatown in
Honolulu, Hawaii and in the historic
commercial district of downtown Bangkok,
Thailand
New Buildings in Historic Districts”, AIA
National Historic Resources Meeting,
Charleston, South Carolina
"Planning: Remembering Albany",
Landscape Architecture, Oct. 1997
LEADERSHIP
Metropolitan Public Arts Coalition Board,
Former Co-chair
Museum of Design/Atlanta Former
Boardmember

Over a diverse career working in Atlanta, across the United States and abroad,
Peter Drey, AIA, ASLA, LEED BD+C has developed expertise in the art of
designing buildings and composing landscapes into greater ensembles that
result in rich urbanism -- complexes, districts, neighborhoods and towns. In all of
these places, unique local features serve as the springboard for design ideas
underpinning new facilities that are planned to enhance the lives of people who
experience them. He excels at orchestrating all of the components of the
modern city -- buildings, landscape, art, sculpture, transportation and
infrastructure -- into a greater whole that is beautiful, economical, and
environmental.
His design strategy focuses especially on careful integration of social and
cultural influences in the design of city and landscape to optimize the fit between
the human and natureal processes. His architecture and urban design practice
has produced some of the region's best examples of urbanism, including master
plans for Emory Village and the Birmingham Civil Rights District, a sweeping
plan for the City of Albany, Georgia's interface with the vital Flint River in South
Georgia, public plazas and courtyards in Asheville, North Carolina, and a plan
for Charleston, South Carolina, that redefines the gateway into the peninsula
from the West.
Abroad, he collaborated with OIKOS, a Dutch/Korean firm, on the design of the
$125 million ecologically themed Ulsan Park on the southern coast of Korea,
and a new telecommunications research building at ETRI in Taijon, Korea. He
has worked on other notable architecture, planning, and landscape designs as
well, including Rockefeller Center’s ground plane renovations, the old US Post
Office on Pennsylvania Avenue and Washington Harbour on the Potomac River
in Washington DC.
He was a contributor to community preservation workshops in Chinatown in
Honolulu, Hawaii in 1998. Three times in the 1990’s, he helped guide student
workshops in historic Bangkok, Thailand that proposed conservation guidelines
th
to preserve the authenticity of 19 century neighborhoods in the center city
A native of Mobile, Peter Drey received Masters degrees from the School of
Architecture at Tulane University and the Landscape Architecture program at the
University of Georgia. He is licensed both as an architect and landscape
architect, and is a LEED BD+C accredited professional.
SELECTED EXPERIENCE :: URBAN DESIGN AND PLANNING

Atlanta ULI Executive Committee
ARC’s Regional Leadership Institute
Atlanta City Council Tree Ordinance Task
Force
Southern Arts Federation Juror, Award of
the Rome Prize Fellowships in Architecture
Georgia Conservancy Blueprint Workshop
Programs, Chair and Consultant
Regional/Urban Design Assistance Team
(R/UDAT) that produced a comprehensive
scheme for Atlanta’s 1996 Olympic games
Founder and First Editor, Georgia
Landscape Magazine, published by the
University of Georgia School of the
Environment and Design

OAKLAND CITY MARTA TRANSIT-ORIENTED-DEVELOPMENT (TOD)
CLIENT: City of Atlanta and the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority

Atlanta’s transit agency is courting young urban professionals steadily moving
into the center city by redeveloping land it owns near heavy rail stations around
the city. Following guidelines developed by MARTA and the city, we developed
this plan for a mixed use community capitalizing on convenient transit and
adjacency to the neighboring decomissioned military base being redeveloped as
as a movie studion. Plans include housing with associated parking and a retail
marketplace surrounding a wide public green. (2015)
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PETER DREY, ASLA, AIA, LEED BD+C
Architect, Landscape Architect, Urban Designer
HONORS + AWARDS + EXHIBITS
GA ASLA Award of Excellence –
Downtown/Riverfront Master Plan, Albany
GA ASLA Award of Excellence – Marietta
Street Urban Design Plan, Atlanta
AIA Atlanta Service to the Profession
Award – Dedicated Involvement with Trees
Atlanta and the Midtown Alliance
AIA Atlanta Service to the Profession
Award – Peachtree Street Exhibit Team
AIA Atlanta Service to the Profession
Award – Regional/Urban Design
Assistance Team
Atlanta Urban Design Commission Award
for Excellence – Southern Bearings Lofts
for Adaptive Use
Atlanta Urban Design Commission Award
for Excellence – Mayfong Riis Carriage
House Addition for Architecture
University of Georgia School of
Environmental Design Gallery – Exhibit of
Urban Design Sketches and Illustrations
LICENSURE
Licensed Landscape Architect, Georgia
#LA000614
Licensed Architect, Georgia #005266
NCARB Certificate #32417

Jimmy Carter Boulevard Bridge. (above)
Client: Gwinnett Village Community Improvement District

An innovative new expressway bridge brings focus to the revitalizing community
around it using classic bridge imagery and inventive lighting. The structure and
landscape enhance the experience of drivers and pedestrians who use it daily.
Fourteenth Street Bridge.
CLIENT: Midtown Alliance/Georgia Department of Transportation

Enhancements to an important intown expressway bridge create a gateway for
visitors to Atlanta’s lively Midtown neighborhood. Working with DOT engineers
and local civic groups, we developed colorful lighting and ornamental screens
th
that allude to Matisse cutouts and 19 century garden fences to greet motorists
and pedestrians to the Arts Center and Piedmont Park (1998 – 2008)
Spring and Cannon Streets Gateway Plan, Charleston, SC
CLIENT: City of Charleston

The primary western entry to the peninsula of Charleston crosses the Ashley
River Bridge at Cannon Street, one of two main routes through the northernmost
historic neighborhoods of the “old city“. Our urban design scheme organizes and
enhances the civic environment, illustrates design guidelines, and describes a
strategy to revitalize historic neighborhoods, the city’s medical center, and a
disjointed commercial zone along the approach routes to the bridge. (1998)
Albany Downtown Riverfront Master Plan, Albany, GA
CLIENT: City of Albany, Georgia, and Albany Tomorrow, Inc.

A broad team effort to design a 3 mile riverfront park and revitalization scheme
for downtown Albany as part of a $175 million plan to reanimate this historic
Georgia river city ravaged by floods twice in ten years. Its history and rich
environment is celebrated in a new river park and in the downtown sidewalk
patterns designed to resemble flowing water, a reference to the Ocala Aquifer
beneath the streets. (profiled in Landscape Architecture, October 1997)
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Emory Village Revitalization Plan, Atlanta, GA (above)
CLIENT: Alliance to Improve Emory Village

Emory Village, the historic commercial center of Emory University and the Druid
Hills neighborhood, is difficult for pedestrians and motorists because of heavy
traffic and haphazard development. Our firm prepared a revitalization plan that
will create a diverse mixed-use marketplace through improved streetscapes,
roadway realignment, new park land, and new infill retail, parking and residential
buildings. The design team managed public involvement, developed the master
plan, design guidelines and building prototypes, estimated costs, and mapped a
phased schedule for implementation. The plan was subsequently approved by
the Atlanta Regional Commission as a Livable Centers Initiative project. (2000)
Marietta Street Urban Design, Atlanta, GA
CLIENT: Corporation for Olympic Development in Atlanta

To prepare for the crowds of visitors expected for the 1996 Olympics, the
Corporation for Olympic Development in Atlanta (CODA) commissioned a new
streetscape, plaza and artwork for Atlanta‘s oldest street– Marietta Street. Our
$1.6 million plan to improve the aesthetics and safety of this street at the heart
of the city. The design scheme uses contrasting precast pavers in the sidewalks
and medians in expansive patterns. (1996)
14th Street Urban Design, Atlanta, GA
CLIENT: Midtown Alliance

Fourteenth Street is the gateway to Atlanta’s Art Center, connecting the site of
Atlanta’s planned Symphony Hall with the formal entrance into Piedmont Park.
Peter Drey led the team that has prepared a comprehensive streetscape plan
that realigns traffic lanes and widens the sidewalks, adding street trees,
sidewalk lighting, and a grand terminus at the park gates. We collaborated with
local sculptor, Scott Gilliam, to program art opportunities in the streetscape,
enhancing Fourteenth Street’s performance as a grand promenade linking the
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Arts Center and the Park. (1998)
Crescent Avenue Master Plan, Atlanta, GA
CLIENT: Midtown Alliance

Tight streets, tall trees and a walkable scale give the Crescent Avenue
neighborhood the potential to become one of Atlanta's most delightful
neighborhoods. We prepared a master plan for the neighborhood and designed
streetscapes to transform the four principal streets and one alley into a
pedestrian friendly, mixed use environment. We also collaborated with local
sculptor to design a pair of animated light sculptures that mark this location with
motion and color. (1998)

Gortatowsky Park, Albany, GA (above)
CLIENT: City of Albany

Gortatowsky Park brings focus to downtown Albany’s commercial center and
nearby government buildings. The $1.3 million park sparked further revitalization
efforts downtown and along the Flint Riverfront. It features a tiered, interactive
fountain near the street and a raised plaza flanked by lawns. (1994)
The Courtyards at Pack Place Center, Asheville, NC
CLIENT: Pack Place Center, Inc.

Asheville's arts and entertainment center includes two courtyards designed for
sculpture exhibitions, dance and musical performances along with casual use by
patrons. One serves as an extension of the theater vestibule. The other is an
ancillary performance space. (1992)
Orchard Park, Newton County, GA
CLIENT: Hubert White Construction

An 87 acre mixed-use new town overlooking a lake in exurban Atlanta, Orchard
Park provides 280 homes – small lot single family, townhomes, and
condominium flats, along with community facilities and a retail center.
East Haven, Newton County, GA
CLIENT: East Haven Development Co.

Just beyond the historic homes and churches of downtown Covington, Georgia,
this new neighborhood of 36 homes emulates the traditional town pattern of
streets and sidewalks leading to a small public square. The design incorporates
techniques to calm traffic so that schoolchildren can walk safely to the nearby
elementary school. (2005)
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Kelly Ingram Park, Birmingham, AL (above)
CLIENT: City of Birmingham

A project to commemorate the events of 1963 which led to the passage of
landmark civil rights legislation, the district includes several sculptures by
preeminent artists focusing on significant events of the movement. The plan
includes the new Civil Rights Institute, renovation of Kelly Ingram Park, a new
park building, and an interactive fountain. (1991)
INTERNATIONAL URBAN DESIGN + PLANNING
Ulsan Ecological Park, Ulsan, South Korea
CLIENT: City of Ulsan (in collaboration with OIKOS)

This huge green space in the port of Ulsan, Korea, a city of over 1 million
without a park of any size, includes a series of urban spaces, public buildings
and recreational facilities designed with an educational and ecological agenda.
The park is planned to be self-sufficient, adding nothing to the pollution of this
already heavily industrialized region. Its gateway, near a large traffic circle,
opens to a grand promenade leading to the heart of the park. Buildings include
the Museum of the City of Ulsan, an aquatic center, a bio-technology center and
a large auditorium. Other trails lead to outdoor spaces for sports and nature
programs. Restoring the native vegetation (devastated by acid rain) and the
indigenous wildlife is central to the Ulsan Park program.
Electronics and Telecommunications Institute, Taejon, Korea
CLIENT: ETRI (in collaboration with OIKOS)

To boost its competitive posture in international research circles, ETRI
commissioned this 100,000 square foot environmentally friendly research
building on the campus of the country’s leading research institute. The userfriendly design includes operable windows and occupant-adjustable HVAC,
extensive daylighting, and sophisticated ventilation systems. The success of the
design led to an expansion of the scope of our work to include development of a
long-range master plan for the Institute.
Daewoo Corporate HQ Building renovation, Seoul, Korea (not built)
CLIENT: Daewoo Corporation (in collaboration with OIKOS)
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Daewoo’s corporate headquarters in downtown Seoul, dating from the 1960s,
needed thorough modernization. Our scheme reclad the building with a highperformance skin, introduced greater daylighting into the interior, revamped the
streetscape to enhance the pedestrian experience and increase the visibility of
the auto showroom inside, and created a glassy wintergarden that provides
entry to the city’s subway and ornaments the drive home for commuters on the
adjacent freeway. The rooftop water-harvester recalls the traditional roof shapes
of historic Korean architecture. (1996)

URBAN ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE

Belvedere Residences (above)
CLIENT: Westminster Highland LLC Phase I. Winter Properties, Phase II

A two-phase multifamily residence overlooking the Beltline, Piedmont Park and
the Atlanta Botanical Garden’s Storza Woods completed in 2001.
Southern Bearing Building Lofts, Atlanta, GA
CLIENT: Saturn Properties

A small manufacturer’s distribution facility converted into private residences. The
project includesboth townhomes and flats, each with a private garden. (1999)
Highland Green Residences, Atlanta, GA
CLIENT: Fiduciary Management, Inc.

Condominiums overlooking Atlanta’s Freedom Park and the Jimmy Carter
Presidential Library are built of environmentally friendly construction materials to
High Performance, Low Impact standards. Each unit has an outdoor terrace or
courtyard and a private, enclosed garage accessed directly from the interior.
Operable windows permit easy air flow in Atlanta’s temperate seasons. (2001)
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M West Town homes and Retail, Atlanta, GA, PH I & II
CLIENT: Winter Properties

A mixed-use retail/residential community located at the center of an area now
known as the Northwest Corridor – an emerging, dynamic, mixed-use
redevelopment zone. Phase I features 183 loft-style townhomes and
approximately 10,000 square feet of retail space. Phase II adds 97 more
townhomes. Amenities include two clubhouses with fitness center and pool, two
parks, and a ten-acre nature preserve with walking trails. Recipient of 2005
awards from Atlanta Business Chronicle and Southeast Construction. (2004)

